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Abstract 

The inventory and order based production control system (IOBPCS) is mainly a model of a forecast driven 

production system where the production decision is based on the forecast in combination with the deviation 

between target inventory and actual inventory. The model has been extended in various directions by including 

e.g. WIP feedback but also by interpreting the inventory as an order book and hence representing a customer order 

driven system. In practice a system usually consists of one forecast driven subsystem in tandem with a customer 

order driven subsystem and the interface between the two subsystems is represented by information flows and a 

stock point associated with the customer order decoupling point (CODP). The CODP may be positioned late in 

the flow, as in make to stock systems, or early, as in make to order systems, but in any case the model should be 

able to capture the properties of both subsystems in combination. A challenge in separating forecast driven from 

customer order driven is that neither the inventory nor the order book should be allowed to take on negative values, 

and hence non-linearities are introduced making the model more difficult to solve analytically unless the model is 

first linearized. In summary the model presented here is based on two derivatives of IOBPCS that are in tandem, 

and interfaces between them related to where the demand information flow is decoupled and the position of the 

CODP. 

 

Keywords: IOBPCS, CODP, System dynamics. 

 

 

1 Introduction 

Supply chain management, as we know it today, has developed over several decades. In the 

past few years, successful businesses have moved from mass-production to customization and 

therefore their supply chain strategies have become more customer-driven (Christopher and 

Towill, 2000) or even customer-centric (Potter et al., 2015) instead of product-driven. Moreover, 

given the need of modern supply chains for surviving and thriving in turbulent and volatile 

environments caused by reduced product life cycle, increased demand for customized products 

and services and constant changes in the marketplace, agility became a key capability to be 

attained (Braunscheidel and Suresh, 2009). 

On the other hand, due to pressures for leaner supply chains focus has been given to determining 

Minimum Reasonable Inventory (MRI) (Grünwald and Fortuin, 1992). In this way, special 

attention has been given to issues such as lot sizing, buffers and/or safety stock determination 

and improving forecasting accuracy (Dudek and Stadtler, 2005; Gunasekaran et al., 2004).  

To combine these seemingly contradictory developments has triggered interest in finding a 

competitive balance between cost efficiency and customer responsiveness (Chopra and Meindl, 

2013). This balance is also known under different names such as leagility (Naylor et al., 1999) 

that combines lean (cost efficiency) with agility (customer responsiveness) to create a 

competitive whole. The interface between lean and agile in this setup is the customer order 

decoupling point (CODP) and this is an important enabler for identifying a structural model 

that can be used for outlining a dynamic model suitable for dynamic analysis. Similar patterns 

can also be found in the discussion on how to balance efficiency and effectiveness (Wikner, 

2014). 
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Consequently, many companies have changed their production policies to hybrid make-to-stock 

(MTS)/make-to-order (MTO) environments to attain the advantages of both pure systems 

(Kalantari et al., 2011), but decisions are often taken without the support of a rational model 

(Perona et al., 2009). The literature reports several industrial cases adopting this combined 

system, such as in the steel industry (Denton et al., 2003; Kerkkanen 2007; Perona et al., 2009), 

food production and processing organisations (van Donk, 2001; Soman et al., 2004, Soman et 

al., 2007), the chemical industry (Sharda and Akiya, 2012), an agricultural machines 

manufacturer (Köber and Heinecke, 2012), a plastic production firm (Rajagopalan, 2002), the 

timber industry (Yánez et al., 2009), the metal processing industry (van Donk and van Doorne, 

2015), the automobile industry (Choi et al., 2012), the electronic industry (Gupta and Weerawat, 

2006) and the IT industry, such as Dell Computer Corporation (Serwer, 2002). These studies 

addressed many practical issues arising from the hybrid production system, for instance 

determining which products should be manufactured to stock and which ones on order, where 

to locate the CODPs, the annual quantity of orders to commit in the MTS and when to accept 

an order in the MTO and how to allocate capacity and buffer levels. However, although 

providing great insights into how forecast driven (FD) subsystem are decoupled from the 

customer order driven (CD) subsystem in practice, many of these case studies provide very little 

basis for scientific generalization.  

In order to overcome these limitations, a number of analytical research papers have been 

published (Lee and Tang, 1997; Carr and Duenyas, 2000; Gupta and Benjaafar, 2004, Sun et 

al., 2008; Kaminsky and Kaya, 2009; Kalantari et al., 2011; Renna, 2015) using multi-domain 

methodology. However, these studies have mainly addressed static cost- and/or customer 

service-optimization problems considering different structuring models. Few research studies 

have taken a dynamic perspective to explore the effects of different policies in the hybrid 

MTS/MTO approach on the system responses, with the exception of Wikner et al. (2007); 

Hedenstierna and Ng (2011) and Choi et al. (2012). Wikner et al. (2007) presented a system 

dynamics simulation model to analyse the supply chain dynamics downstream of the CODP. 

Although their work does not undertake any experiment of the FD and CD supply systems in 

tandem, the model could potentially be extended and used for the dynamic analysis of 

decoupled systems, but it lacks the mechanism for integration between the two models.  

By decoupling generic FD and CD models, Hedenstierna and Ng (2011) evaluated the dynamic 

consequences of shifting the position of the CODP and found that the ideal position depends 

on the frequency of demand. However, their model is simple and linear lacking more realistic 

representations, such as capacity constraints and availability of material. Choi et al. (2012) 

developed a system dynamics simulation model from Lee and Tang’s (1997) model and their 
experiences gained through a case study in a Korean automobile manufacturer. In contrast to 

Hedenstierna and Ng (2011), their model represents complex variable relationships but their 

simulation results are limited to Korean global automobile companies. 

The purpose of this paper is therefore to develop a generic dynamic model of a production 

control system that combines FD and CD approaches to balance cost efficiency and customer 

responsiveness. By merging the theories of structural modelling for positioning of the 

decoupling points, such as the CODP, and dynamic modelling for understanding systems 

responses, we deduct a hybrid model for dynamic analysis. The developed model is 

benchmarked against known system archetypes and then verified via system dynamics 

simulations.  

After giving a brief overview in Section 2 of the fundamental foundations of our paper, namely 

existing research on structural and dynamic modelling, we then proceed to develop the new 

conceptual model that combines FD and CD approaches. Building on previous research 

highlighted in Section 2, Section 3 provides a new dynamic model for a FD system while 

Section 4 presents a new dynamic model for the CD element. Then Section 5 gives the dynamic 
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analysis, including verification, undertaken for different scenarios that combine the two sub-

systems by exploiting the decoupling point. Finally, Section 6 concludes with the implications 

of our research including highlighting avenues for further research.  

2 Theoretical framework 

The objective here is to combine structural modelling, for positioning of decoupling points in 

the flow, with dynamic modelling that captures key dynamic properties. Structural modelling 

is based on a flow perspective and on the assumption that a continuous and level flow in terms 

of volume and mix represent the optimal state. In practice this is rarely the case and 

discontinuities of the flow, related to decoupling points, introduce complexity and this is the 

target of structural modelling. Dynamic modelling, on the other hand, takes a certain structural 

model as a point of departure for investigation of dynamic properties. The outcome of the 

analysis may be to either change the parameters used in a certain context or actually change 

some structural aspects of the model, but then still within the boundaries given by structural 

modelling. Structural modelling hence basically identifies a number of contexts, such as 

positioning of the customer order decoupling point, with given preconditions and dynamic 

modelling investigates the dynamic properties of the flow within such a given context. 

2.1 Structural modelling: Decoupling thinking 

Structural modelling based on decoupling points, here referred to as decoupling thinking, has 

been developed for decades in terms of inventory management and materials management. 

Particular focus on strategic decoupling points was introduced by Hoekstra and Romme (1992) 

in their seminal work with Philips where they outlined how to use the decoupling point that 

separates FD flow (sometimes also referred to as speculation driven) from CD flow (sometimes 

also referred to as commitment driven). This strategic decoupling point was later referred to as 

customer order decoupling point (CODP) by e.g. Giesberts and van der Tang (1992). The 

location of the CODP has implications on cost efficiency (Choi et al., 2012) and supply chain 

integration levels (van Donk and van Doorne, 2015; Wikner and Bäckstrand, 2011). A 

distinction between the actual driver and information about the driver was introduced by 

Mason-Jones and Towill (1999) in terms of the Information Decoupling Point (IDP) which was 

renamed to Demand Information Decoupling Point (DIDP) by Wikner (2014) to distinguish it 

from information decoupling related to availability of supply information such as available 

capacity. Information about available capacity may for instance be related to a having access to 

the load of resources at a supplier. The relation between CODP and DIDP was investigated by 

Olhager et al., (2006) in relation to the Fisher model (Fisher, 1997) resulting in recommendation 

of how to position the DIDP in relation to CODP and the concept of mediate demand. Since the 

CD flow is based on actual customer orders it is by definition necessary to position the DIDP 

upstream of the CODP, or possibly at the CODP. If DIDP is positioned upstream of the CODP 

the forecast used for the FD flow can be improved as it may be based on more up to date point 

of sales data. 

The similarities between CD flow and services was highlighted by Sampson and Froehle (2006) 

and further developed by Wikner (2012) that identified three subsystems where the FD 

subsystem is goods based, the CD subsystem is service based and the consumption subsystem, 

finally, is driven by customer value and based on product which is a combination of goods and 

services, see Figure 1. As services cannot be inventoried and should not be produced to forecast 

the supply system upstream of the CODP only relates to goods. On the other hand, services are 

associated to processes that are performed to customer demand and consequently the flow 

downstream of the CODP is referred to as service based. The delivery lead-time represents the 

time to execute the complete order fulfilment process and the supply lead-time is the complete 

cumulative lead-time to perform all supply activities (Shingō, 1989, referred to these two lead 

times as D and P). An important observation is that the strategic inventory positioned at the 
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CODP represents the interface between the two supply systems and that the DIDP should be 

positioned upstream of that interface. In addition, the goods based system is materials focused 

whereas the service based subsystem is capacity focused and this distinction is not reflected in 

the original system dynamics model outlined in the next section. 

 
Figure 1.  Framework for structural modelling using decoupling points (source: authors 

based on Wikner, 2012) 

In a structural context it is important to be careful when using the terminology of MTS and 

MTO. These acronyms are used with two different meanings in the literature. In most cases on 

e.g. operations strategy MTS refers to make to stock in the sense that all activities in the system 

are performed to forecast, i.e. CODP positioned late in the flow. Correspondingly MTO refers 

to when all activities in the system are performed to customer orders i.e. CODP positioned early 

in the flow. In this context assemble to order (ATO), or a similar setting, is used to denote a 

system where some activities are performed to forecast (upstream of the CODP) and some to 

customer order (downstream of the CODP). The two acronyms MTS and MTO are however 

also used in the context of e.g. leagility, CODP, or postponement where MTS is used to denote 

the FD activities upstream of the CODP and MTO the CD activities downstream of the CODP. 

With this approach the former ATO system would be referred to as a MTS/MTO hybrid. In 

summary one perspective is to use MTS and MTO for a particular position of the CODP and 

the other use MTS and MTO to refer to flow in relation to the CODP. For example, mixing 

these two approaches MTS can denote both CODP positioned early and the activities that are 

upstream of the CODP. To avoid this potential confusion when using the terminology of MTS 

and MTO we use FD and CD to represent system with different drivers and therefore the 

activities upstream and downstream of CODP respectively. MTS and MTO then only refers to 

systems with a particular position of the CODP (late or early). Using these definitions ATO 

would correspond to a FD/CD hybrid with an internal CODP as shown in Table 1, where X 

indicates that a system with a particular position of the CODP would include the corresponding 

driver. In addition there are systems where FD and CD activities are performed on the same 

resources and this is sometimes referred to as hybrid MTS/MTO but also as a resource based 

customer order decoupling zone (CODZ) (Wikner, 2014). This combination is, however, not 

used here as we are outlining a fundamental model for a CODP context where resources are not 

shared between CD and SD. 

 

 Driver upstream 

of CODP (FD) 

CODP Driver downstream 

of CODP (CD) 

CODP positioned early (MTO) - X X 

CODP positioned late (MTS) X X - 

CODP positioned internally (ATO) X X X 

Table 1.  Two different use of the acronyms MTS and MTO (source: authors) 

Forecast Driven

Goods Based

Supply System

Cust. order Driven

Service Based

Supply System

Value Driven

Product Based

Consumpt. System

CODP

Delivery Lead Time

Supply Lead Time

Possible positions of the DIDP

Mediate DemandDIDP
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2.2 Dynamic modelling: Inventory and order based production control system (IOBPCS) 

Dynamic modelling refers to modelling that captures the dynamic properties of the flow and a 

frequently used model for this purpose is the original IOBPCS model (Towill, 1982). The model 

has been extended in several directions such as when also work in process (WIP) is explicitly 

controlled and this model is referred to as Automated Pipeline, Inventory and Order Based 

Production Control System (APIOBPCS) (John et al., 1994). The APIOBPCS was further 

extended to include variable inventory targets, the APVIOBPCS (Dejonckheere et al., 2003), 

which are more representative of the Order-Up-To replenishment policy, see Figure 2. These 

models are well recognized in the supply chain literature and have been used to investigate 

different phenomena, such as the bullwhip effect (Disney and Towill, 2003; Disney et al., 2004), 

the backlash effect (Shukla et al., 2009), the impact of production and freight capacity 

constraints (Cannella et al., 2008; Spiegler and Naim, 2014) and assessment of supply chain 

resilience (Spiegler et al., 2012). 

The APVIOBPCS model is basically a model of decision making and shows the impact of 

feedforward and feedback of information used in deciding on the order rate (ORATE) to be 

released to production, which is represented by a lead-time before the output is produced as a 

completion rate (COMRATE). The feedback concerns the inventory in terms of actual 

inventory (AINV) and actual work in process (AWIP), the latter also referred to as goods in the 

“pipeline”. The key feedforward is the forecasted consumption rate (based on CONS) and 

CONS also withdraws from AINV. In addition the desired inventory (DINV) and desired work 

in process (DWIP) are estimated to be compared with AINV and AWIP in deciding on the 

ORATE released to production.  

 
Figure 2.  Framework for dynamic modelling using Automatic Pipeline, Variable Inventory 

and Order Based Production Control System (APVIOBPCS) (source authors: based on 

Sarimveis et al., 2008 

 

An important control variable in IOBPCS is the inventory level in terms of AINV and 

consequently the model is usually associated with MTS scenario. If the inventory is depleted 

and becomes negative the logic is instead based on backorders, which is a kind of MTO scenario. 

Even if backorders represent a MTO scenario it should not be confused with MTO systems that 

are designed to handle an order book and produce to customer order, which could also involve 

customized products. In this sense the IOBPCS model is a hybrid MTS and MTO system but 

unfortunately these two modes are not separable as only one state variable captures both the 
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inventory on hand and the amount of backorders. Next these two scenarios are separated and a 

new FD model and a new CD model are derived. 

3 Modelling forecast driven supply system 

The forecast driven and goods based supply system (FDGBSS) can represent a MTS system 

that produces based on forecast to replenish finished goods inventory (AINV). The model 

suggested here is based on APVIOBPCS but modified to be suitable for a CODP-based 

approach. FDGBSS systems are based on material and the key interface with the customer is 

through the finished goods inventory. If inventory is available, deliveries are assumed to take 

place in immediate response to the demand rate, DRATEFD (corresponding to CONS in 

APVIOBPCS) and in case inventory is not available, the customer requirements turn into 

backorders that are delivered later. This distinction between inventory and backorder is not 

possible to make in a linear context, such as the APVIOBPCS model of Figure 2. In this model 

backorder is the negative inventory and a mechanism is necessary to separate the positive 

inventory (AINV+) from the negative inventory, which with a reversed sign is referred to as the 

actual backorders (ABO+).  

3.1 Linear modelling of forecast driven supply system  

Linear models can therefore basically only be used for FDGBSS when there are no 

backorders. This can be achieved by raising the DINV, of the model in Figure 2, to such a 

level that no backorders occur but this would also generate high inventory levels and require 

that the minimum AINV can be estimated in advance to be able to set DINV sufficiently high. 

In Figure 3 this would mean that A = 0 and that the system basically would be assumed to 

provide any amount of material with no delay. 

3.2 Non-linear model of forecast driven supply system 

As indicated above the linear model cannot differentiate backorders from negative inventory 

and hence the DINV should be set sufficiently high to eliminate the risk for backorders in 

relation to demand rate DRATEFD. However, if backorders are present, the availability of 

materials would be finite. This corresponds to when AINV<0 and a mechanism must be used 

to separate AINV>0 from AINV<0. The system in Figure 3 is based on that the orders are 

aiming for a balance between the actual inventory (AINV) and the desired inventory (DINV). 

In this case block A is the function A =  −Min{AINV,0} and basically works as a separator of 
AINV+ and ABO+ which means that the AINV+ cannot be less than zero if B = 1 and ABO+ 

cannot be less than zero. From a control perspective it is still possible to use negative AINV 

(AINV+ = AINV) in the decision logic to decide ORATEFD and this is achieved by setting B = 0. 

A negative AINV would make the system more responsive but potentially also less stable since 

removing negative values of AINV is like adding a damping function to the dynamics. By 

taking the derivative of ABO+ the backorder rate (BORATEFD) is obtained and it represents the 

change in ABO+. If BORATEFD is positive the DRATEFD cannot be fulfilled since backorders 

are increasing and only part of the demand (DRATEFD − BORATEFD) can be fulfilled. When 

BORATEFD is negative the deliveries are actually greater than the DRATEFD and ABO+ is 

decreasing. Negative BORATEFD must however be handled carefully since it represents late 

deliveries. Hence the difference DRATEFD − BORATEFD represents the actual deliveries 

taking place at each moment in time. Note that AWIP cannot be negative even if the input is a 

difference between two values (rates). Since the cumulative value of what has been input is less 

than the cumulative value of the output AWIP can only take on positive values, unless the rates 

themselves have negative values.  

In summary two different material policies can be identified where B can be set to either B = 0 

or B = 1 depending on the desired dynamic properties: 

 Infinite material: No backorders: (A = 0) 

 Finite material: Backorders are separated from inventory: A =  −Min{AINV,0} 
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Figure 3.  Forecast driven goods based supply system (FDGBSS) (source: authors) 

4 Modelling customer order driven supply system 

Customer order driven service based supply system (CDSBSS) can represent a MTO system 

whereas the original IOBPCS model is, as the name indicates, based on MTS where inventory 

is the key state variable. It is however possible to use IOBPCS in a MTO scenario if AINV is 

interpreted as a negative order book. By also removing the forecast function (setting TA=0 in 

Appendix B) the customer orders actually drive production. In addition, DINV must have a 

negative value representing the target order book (with a minus sign) to keep AINV negative. 

Few attempts have been made to extend the IOBPCS model to represent a MTO scenario where 

the activities are CD. Wikner et al. (2007) developed an order book based model that required 

a desired order book to be set and the control mechanism was based on keeping the actual order 

book in line with the desired order book. The purpose here is to apply a slightly different 

approach and to extend this work to prepare for a CODP-based scenario. The order book per se 

is not necessary for controlling the system and instead the emphasis is on providing information 

on the deliveries in relation to the demand and focus on late deliveries in relation to a given 

lead-time. The model will therefore be updated and instead of focusing on the actual order book 

the emphasis is on the deviation between the demand rate and the completion rate, i.e. the 

changes in the order book. 

The model suggested here is capacity focused and in this sense conceptually only remotely 

related to the IOBPCS-family of models, which are material focused, and may hence be named 

Capacity and Order Based Production Control System (COBPCS). The actual order book (AOB) 

consists of all customer orders received but not yet delivered to the customers. The AOB is not 

used in the decision logic of the model but only generated for other purposes such as validating 

the model. The Backlog (BL), on the other hand, consists of all customer orders that have been 

received but not yet released to production. The waiting time for the customer hence basically 

consists of two parts: Administrative lead-time and production lead-time. The administrative 

lead-time is the delay from when the customer has released an order to when capacity is 

allocated to the customer order and production is initiated. In the original IOBPCS the 

production lead-time is modelled using the standard assumption of Towill (1982), which can 

be interpreted as the expected dynamic behaviour of the production unit (Wikner, 2003). In 

COBPCS there is no feedback about deviations between ORATE and COMRATE and hence 

there is no logic available to recover any lost production. This logic can of course be added by 

introducing an additional feedback loop but since the order release is based on available 

capacity the queueing, which could result in varying lead times, can be kept stable. For clarity 
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of the model, and to keep it as simple as possible, this feedback control is not included and 

hence the production lead-time must be modelled as a pure delay. This comes as no surprise as 

the COBPCS is based on capacity and the ORATE actually represent what the system is 

expected to be capable of processing which means that no smoothing of the production lead-

time needs to be included for that purpose. 

The model of Figure 4 consists of two key decisions where C represents capacity management, 

and D represents backlog management in terms of how the backlog is prioritized. The two 

decisions represent a two phase capacity strategy where the long term agility (in line with 

Wikner et al., 2007) is represented by C in Figure 4 and the short term agility by D. C basically 

represents a lag strategy using the terminology of Hayes and Wheelwright (1984). The backlog 

strategy, related to D in Figure 4, represents how the backlog is handled by the system from a 

capacity perspective. The order book of customer orders consists of three components (three 

different states in the model): Queue of orders not released immediately due to the capacity 

strategy (not enough capacity available), backlog in the system delaying release of orders, and 

AWIP during transformation lead-time, where the latter is not explicitly modelled here. 

4.1 Linear modelling of customer order driven supply system  

The model of Figure 4 is linear in all components explicitly included. In addition, the capacity 

strategy corresponding to C is suitable for linear representation in that the response to the 

requirements rate (REQRATE) is readily represented by a first order delay to create Smoothed 

(REQRATE) that provides an upper boundary for the required capacity which is based on the 

demand rate (DRATECD) and backlog adjustment. A slow response corresponds to a more level 

strategy with smoother dynamics and a fast response corresponds to a more agile strategy with 

more volatile dynamics. The available capacity is represented by the capacity rate (CAPRATE). 

Also the backlog strategy is modelled in a linear fashion by assuming that a fraction (1/TBL) of 

the backlog is added to the capacity available based on the capacity strategy. Depending on D 

the customer orders in the backlog can be handled in two ways. If D = 0 the backlog customer 

orders are added to the new customer orders, resulting in REQRATE, to compete for capacity 

whereas D = 1 means that additional capacity is added to the order rate (ORATECD) to handle 

the backlog and this can be interpreted as e.g. use of over time to recover the backlog. 

4.2 Non-linear modelling of customer order driven supply system 

Non-linear modelling provides further opportunities to capture important characteristics of the 

CD system. The capacity strategy can be modelled using a separate state variable for the limited 

capacity rate (CAPRATE), potentially limited by a capacity constraint (CAPCON), and decide 

on the CAPRATE as Min{CAPCON, Smoothed(REQRATE), REQRATE}, which means that 

either CAPCON or Smoothed(REQRATE) may constrain the rate of orders that can be 

processed according to the capacity strategy. If capacity is finite without possibility to 

temporarily increase capacity to cover for a fraction of the backlog the fraction of the backlog 

is added to the new customer orders DRATECD (D = 0). On the other hand, if capacity is added 

to handle recover of the backlog, it is added to the order rate (ORATECD) as in the linear case 

(D = 1). 

In summary three different capacity policies can be identified: 

 Infinite capacity (agile): No capacity limit is used and C = 1 which means that all 

orders are delivered within the production lead-time (no backlog is created leaving D 

with no impact, i.e. it can take on any value). This means that CAPRATE = 

REQRATE 

 Semi-finite capacity: The standard capacity of CDSBSS is finite and adjusted over 

time (C = Min{Smoothed REQRATE), REQRATE}) but capacity is added to handle a 

fraction of the backlog (D = 1). 
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 Finite capacity (Level): Capacity of CDSBSS is finite (C = Min{CAPCON, 

Smoothed(REQRATE), REQRATE}) where CAPCON is the maximum capacity 

available and no additional capacity is allocated separately to cover for the backlog 

(D = 0). 

 
Figure 4.  Customer order driven goods based supply system (CDSBSS) (source: authors) 

5 Modelling forecast driven and customer order driven supply system in tandem 

The CODP based production control system (CODPBPCS) is a combination of FDGBSS and 

CDSBSS. The two supply systems in tandem work as two separate entities from a supply 

perspective except for when insufficient inventory is available, i.e. backorders, in FDGBSS 

which then affects the receiving supply system (CDSBSS). In case of backorders the CDSBSS 

should be influenced in the sense that it is not possible to deliver according to the original 

demand (related to DRATECD) and the ORATECD is reduced by the amount corresponding to 

the backorders from the FDGBSS as shown in Figure 5 where BORATEFD is input to CDSBSS. 

A positive BORATEFD represents a growing ABO+ which means that deliveries are smaller 

than requested by DRATEFD and hence ORATECD is reduced. Once BORATEFD is negative it 

means that ABO+ is shrinking and hence deliveries are greater than requested by DRATEFD 

and the backorders are recovered and hence more material is provided to the CDSBSS. The 

availability of the demand information is represented by the position of the DIDP and two 

significant positions of DIDP can be identified that provide limited demand transparency or full 

demand transparency. It is important to notice that even if the capacity strategy is set to finite 

capacity is actually added to cover for using the late material. 

5.1 CODPBPCS with limited demand transparency 

Demand information refers to information about actual sales, which is here represented by the 

demand rate related to customer orders, DRATECD. Information about customer orders must be 

available for all of the CDSBSS since customer orders drive that supply system. In terms of 

CODPBPCS this means that the DIDP is positioned between the two supply systems as shown 

in Figure 5. The DIDP is technically positioned at the right of the forecasting block but in 

practice information about actual demand in the market (DRATECD) is not known within the 

FDGBSS where DRATEFD is based on the material required at the CODP through CAPRATE 

and, in case D=1, also adjustment of the backlog. Hence, the FDGBSS is only driven by forecast 

based on expected future requirements from the CDSBSS and the DIDP is therefore positioned 

between the two supply systems as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5.  CODPBPCS with limited demand transparency (source: authors) 

5.2 CODPBPCS with full demand transparency 

By increasing availability of actual demand even upstream of the CODP it is possible to 

improve the quality of the forecast in FDGBSS. In terms of CODPBPCS the DIDP is then 

positioned upstream of both supply systems to provide full demand transparency as shown in 

Figure 6. The sales information related to consumption (DRATECD) is made available to the 

FDGBSS, which is a common method to reduce the bullwhip effect (Hosoda et al., 2008). But, 

since the requested delivery lead-time only covers activities performed by the CDSBSS the 

demand information cannot be used to drive the transformation of the FDGBSS directly. Instead 

it is used as input to forecasting (and smoothing for DWIP and DINV) resulting in a forecast 

based on actual market demand for delivery to the end customer, represented by DRATECD, 

rather than the requirements from the CDSBSS, i.e. CAPRATE and potentially some 

adjustments to the backlog if D = 1.  

 
Figure 6.  CODPBPCS with full demand transparency (source: authors) 
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5.3 CODPBPCS properties 

CODPBPCS has in total four different highlighted management decisions (A, B, C, and D, in 

Figure 5 and Figure 6) that can be represented as discussed above and summarized as in Table 

2. Table 2 shows that basically there are only two non-linearities in total: one related to 

finiteness in material and one related to finiteness in capacity. 

 

Type of strategy Linear model Non-linear model 

Backorder 

management (A and B) 

A=0 

B has no function 

A=−Min{AINV,0} 

B = 0 or B = 1 

Capacity  

management (C) 

C = 1 or Smoothed 

(REQRATE) 

C = Min{CAPCON, 

Smoothed(REQRATE), 

REQRATE}  

Backlog  

management (D) 

D = 0 or D = 1 D = 0 or D = 1 

Table 2.  Linear and non-linear versions of the three key modelling components (source: 

authors) 

 

In addition, Table 3 suggests a system classification for the CODPBPCS model archetypes 

where A and C are the potential non-linear blocks and B and D represent different types of 

scenarios and these two latter options are the baseline for variants investigated below. 

 

Block Transfer function Block Transfer function 

A 0 or –Min{AINV,0} C 1 or Min{CAPCON, 

Smoothed(REQRATE), REQRATE} 

B 0 or 1 D 0 or 1 

Table 3.  System classification for CODPBPCS (source: authors) 

 

To summarize the model CODPBPCS, it is basically a combination model of two types of 

systems, a FDGBSS followed by a CDSBSS. As a consequence, the CODPBPCS inherits the 

properties of each supply systems. When they are combined the FDGBSS provides materials to 

the CDSBSS, which is capacity focused as it strives to provide delivery to the customer within 

a requested delivery lead-time. Six different types of CODPBPCS can be identified by 

combining the properties of FDGBSS and CDSBSS as in Table 4, which is a combination of 

the conclusions from the sections above on FDGBSS and CDSBSS. Of these six intersections 

the models in Figure 5 and Figure 6 can represent all six combinations depending on how the 

parameters A, B, C, and D are selected. In addition, the extent of demand transparency can be 

included which would result in a third dimension of the matrix in Table 4. 

  
Infinite 

capacity (IC) 

(C=1) 

Semi-finite 

capacity (SFC) 

(C = Min{Smoothed 

REQRATE, 

REQRATE}, D=0/1) 

Finite 

capacity (FC) 

(C = Min{ CAPCON, 

REQRATE, }, D=0/1) 

Infinite material (IM) 
(A=0, B=0/1) 

IM-IC IM-SFC IM-FC 

Finite material (FM) 

(A=−Min{AINV,0}, B=0/1)  
FM-IC FM-SFC FM-FC 

Table 4.  Six different types of CODPBPCS (source: authors) 

The CODPBPCS model is formulated in terms of production but it is important to note that it 

is a general model based on value adding transformation and that part of the flow is performed 

on speculation to forecast and the other part is performed on commitment to customer order. 
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The actual transformation is referred to as production above, but may concern for example 

administration, production, distribution or transportation and the actual value adding 

transformation is only modelled in terms of the lead-time required to perform the transformation. 

 

5.4. Dynamic performance of the CODPBPCS 

Having developed the model, it is important to verify the logic and correctness of the model 

(Sargent 2013). This is done by simulation based on difference equations implemented on a 

spreadsheet and we do not show the full verification results but formulate some of the 

simulation analysis. Table 5 presents the verification result of the CODPBPCS model. The 

IOBPCS family (Towill 1982; John et al. 1994; Dejonckheere et al. 2003; Winker et al. 2007) 

are adopted to reproduce the dynamic behaviour of the CODPBPCS system including using the 

same system parameters/extreme values to verify the model. The verification result shows that 

the dynamic behaviour of CODPBPCS model is consistent with the IOBPCS family in 

responding to a step increase.  

 
Verification 

test 

Details  Verification process Verification result 

Family 

member 

and 

Parameters 

  Behaviour 

reproduction 

for cognate 

system (i.e. 

the IOBPCS 

family) and 

be consistent 

with system 

data and 

description  

 

 

1. The parameter settings in original 

APIOBPCS (John et al. 1994) are 

utilized, i.e. TPFD = Ti = 8, Ta = Tw=16, 

to simulate the linear version of the 

FDGBSS model (B=0 and targeted 

AINV is set as fixed at 100).  

2. As the CDSBSS model is only 

remotely similar to the IOBPCS family 

and the dynamic behaviour cannot be 

reproduced. Alternatively, we check 

whether results of initial value/final 

value of the CDSBSS system are 

consistent with Wikner et al. (2007) 

via using the same parameter settings, 

i.e. TPFD = 4, TC = 6, TBL = 4, step 

increase = 50% with initial demand = 

100  

1. Dynamic behaviour of the FDGBSS 

model is consistent with the original 

APIOBPCS e.g. maximum 

overshoot/undershoot, rising time and 

setting time.  

2. The result of initial value and final 

value of system variables are 

consistent with Wikner et al. (2007), 

i.e. AOBfinal = 600, ORATEfinal = 

COMRATEfinal = 150 

Boundaries 

and 

Structure 

Include all 

important 

factors and 

be consistent 

with system 

description 

As the CODPBPCS model we 

developed is conceptual for the 

purpose of scientific generalization, we 

utilize Yang et al. (2004), Wikner et al. 

(2007) and Dejonckheere et al. (2003) 

to cross-check the consistency of the 

system framework and important 

factors of the CODPBPCS model 

1. The system description of 

CODPBPCS model is consistent with 

final manufacturing/ assembly to order 

system characterized by leagility, Mass 

customization (Yang et al 2004). 

2. All important factors are included in 

the FDGBSS and CDSBSS models 

cross-checked by corresponding 

APVIOBPCS (Dejonckheere et al. 

2003) and VOBBPCS models (Wikner 

et al. 2007) i.e. inventory-based 

variables in the FDGBSS system and 

capacity-based factors in the CDSBSS. 

Extremities Model is 

logical for 

extreme 

values 

1.We check whether the FDGBSS 

system is consistent with the IOBPCS 

archetype if 
1𝑇𝑤 = ∞ (remove the WIP 

feedback loop) 

2. We increased the value of TA, TI, 

and TBL to extreme conditions to see 

whether the dynamic behaviour of the 

CODPBPCS model is still what we 

expected 

1.The dynamic behaviour of the 

FDGBSS system is consistent with 

corresponding performance in the 

original IOBPCS if the WIP feedback 

loop is removed 

2. The extreme value of TA, TI, and 

TBL will lead to the expected dynamic 

performance in responding a step 

demand increase. For example, the 

infinite TI will remove the inventory 
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feedback loop, which result the 

permanent inventory drift in 

responding a step increase as expected.  

 

Table 5. Model verification test, adapted by Spiegler et al. (2016) based on Sterman (1984) 

 

Even though complex analysis of the CODPBPCS model through various techniques (e.g. 

linear/non-linear methods) is beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to understand the 

basic dynamic behaviour of such system under different management policies, particularly for 

the nonlinear policies (A and C) in which materials are finite and backlogs are created in the 

upstream FDGBSS system to represent the real value-added scenarios. Thereby FM-SFC of six 

different type of the CODPBPCS model is selected for simulation process. FM-FC (i.e. 

B = Min{CAPCON, Smoothed(REQRATE), REQRATE}) is not considered in this study, as 

constrained capacity is limited to investigate the overshoot behaviour or cycle-based demand 

patterns such as sinusoidal demand. For the purpose of exploring the comprehensive dynamic 

properties of the CODPBPCS system, a step change (70% increase) is utilized as the input. The 

size of the step is selected as to generate backorder of materials for FDGBSS given the selected 

DINV. Step change as the input is easily visualized and its responses are also easily interpreted 

(John et al. 1994), also, the step increases give rich information for the dynamic behaviour of 

the system (Coyle 1977). 

 

The simulations basically focus on the planning and control system with the combination of 

FDGBSS and CDSBSS. The lead-time ratio is set to 4:2 (TPFD:TPCD) to represent the long 

production cycle in the FD system while short customer waiting time in the CD system. The 

two demand information management policies, as outlined above, are compared: limited 

demand transparency and full demand transparency. For each scenario, we particularly compare 

the changeable policies (i.e. B (0/1), D (0/1) and different information sharing strategy) to create 

the different dynamic properties of the CODPBPCS system. Thereby all other system 

parameters and policies are fixed and there are four simulation choices for each changeable 

policy as summarized in  

Table 6. However, there are only eight different simulation scenarios in total because of four 

overlap of twelve simulation structures, i.e. compare different B/D decision policy by fixing 

other policies (see Table 6). We select one simulation scenario as the representative for each 

changeable policy to understand the impact of them on the dynamic behaviour, thus six of eight 

simulation scenarios are presented. Details of system parameter settings and difference 

equations used in the simulation can be seen in appendix B.  
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Changeable policies to 

be compared 

Simulation experiment scenarios  Number of 

different 

simulation case 

Compare Limited 

demand and Full 

demand transparency 

B=1 and D=1 (selected) B=1 and D=0 4 

B=0 and D=1 B=0 and D=0 

 

Compare B=1 and 

B=0 

Limited demand 

transparency and D=1 

Limited demand 

transparency and D=0 

2  

(2 of 4 are 

overlapping) 
Full demand 

transparency and D=1 

(selected) 

Full demand 

transparency and D=0 

 

Compare D=1 and 

D=0 

Limited demand 

transparency and B=1 

Limited demand 

transparency and B=0 

(selected) 

2 

(2 of 4 are 

overlapping) Full demand 

transparency and B=1 

Full demand 

transparency and B=0 

 

Table 6  The structure of the simulation process (source: authors) 

 

The initial values are set to be the steady state of the system parameters with constant DRATECD 

(100 units). Since the inventory in FDGBSS consists of both AINV and AWIP both must be 

included in the analysis, where  

 (𝐴𝐼𝑁𝑉 + 𝐴𝑊𝐼𝑃)𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐹𝐷,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∙     + 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐹𝐷,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∙                                                              = 100 ∙ 2 + 100 ∙ 4 = 600 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠                                              (1) 
In a similar way the initial value of AOB can be calculated as the number of customer orders 

received but not yet delivered at the initial demand rate:                                𝐴𝑂𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐶𝐷,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∙ 𝑇 𝐶𝐷 = 100 ∙ 2 = 200 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡                        (2) 
 

The final values of AINV+AWIP and AOB should only be dependent on the initial values and 

magnitude of the step increase since the only change is that a new stable rate is established as 

a consequence of the step. For AOB the relation is obvious as it represents the customer orders 

received but not yet delivered which at a steady state is only depending on the stable rate of 

demand, which increases by the step height times 𝑇 𝐶𝐷, where 

                             𝐴𝑂𝐵𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐶𝐷,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ∙ 𝑇 𝐶𝐷 = 170 ∙ 2 = 340 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠                             (3) 
 

For the inventory the final values are slightly more complex to estimate in the general case since 

both AWIP and AINV together represent the total inventory in the system. To make a neutral 

contribution to ORATEFD the two must cancel out in the sense that (𝐷𝐼𝑁𝑉 − 𝐴𝐼𝑁𝑉) 𝑇 ⁄ +(𝐷𝑊𝐼𝑃 − 𝐴𝑊𝐼𝑃) 𝑇 ⁄ = 0 which means that the expected final inventory can be estimated 

once the other parameters are known. DINV and DWIP are easily estimated based on the final 

value of DRATEFD as:  

                                           𝐷𝑊𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐹𝐷,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ∙     = 170 ∙ 4 = 680                        (4) 
 

                                         𝐷𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐹𝐷,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ∙     = 170 ∙ 2 = 340                           (5) 
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The final value of AWIP is a consequence of the delay lead-time and is estimated as: 

 

                                            𝐴𝑊𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐹𝐷 ∙ 𝑇 𝐹𝐷 = 170 ∙ 4 = 680                                (6) 
 

Since in the results below     = 𝑇 𝐹𝐷, AWIP will be in line with DWIP and then also the 

final value of AINV will be in line with DINV which can be shown by the balance equation 

above as: 𝐴𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑇 𝑇 (𝐷𝑊𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝐴𝑊𝐼𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)                                                      = 340 + 48 (680 − 680)  = 340 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠                                        (7) 
This result can be found in all simulations performed here and the values are summarized in 

Table 7. This more comprehensive calculation of initial and final values are provided in 

particular for use in situations where     ≠ 𝑇 𝐹𝐷. 

 

 Initial values Final values 

AINV, DINV 200, 200 340, 340 

AWIP, DWIP 400, 400 680, 680 

AOB 200 340 

Table 7.  Initial and final values for key state variables in the simulations (source: authors) 

 

The simulation results below confirm the expected final values for AOB and AINV in the 

CODPBPCS system. Also important to notice is that AOB experience what can be referred to 

as a ‘camel effect’. This effect refers to the double ‘bumps’ that can be observed in the 

simulation results of AOB in all cases (see e.g. the plots of CDSBSSs in Figure 7). This is due 

to the sequence of impact from limited capacity available in the CD system followed by the 

constrained materials in the FD system (resulting in ABO+>0). Since the effect of limited 

capacity and limited materials normally do not coincide the AOB temporarily increases due to 

the constraints in materials and capacity respectively. Comparing the two demand management 

policies, the scenario with full demand transparency always performs better than with limited 

demand transparency in all eight cases as could be expected, see Figure 7 as an example. The 

improved forecasting quality through full demand transparency lead to that the FDGBSS system 

is more stable but at the same time less responsive than corresponding system under limited 

demand transparency. e.g. more AINV covering time (69 weeks compared 67 weeks), but 

longer AINV settling time (41 weeks compared 38 weeks) in relation to the demand rate. 

Regarding the CDSBSS system, the AOB step responses are better in the full demand sharing 

context than corresponding responses through implementing limited demand sharing in all 

cases. For instance, less overshoot of AOB (394 units compared 421 units) and shorter setting 

time (18 weeks compared to 19 weeks) are found in the context of full demand transparency. It 

should be noted here that delivery lead-time for both information sharing strategies will 

stabilize at the same final value (2 weeks) taken as the ratio AOB(t)/DRATECD(t), due to the 

same final value of AOB as expected.  

 

The simulation results also suggest that the availability of temporary capacity (D=1) leads to 

better step response of the CODPBPCS system compared to corresponding system without 

extra capacity (D=0) in all eight cases. For instance, Figure 8 shows the dynamic response of 

the CODPBPCS system to 70% step increase under B=0 and D=0/1 policies in the limited 

demand transparency environment. Performance indicators such as AINV and COMRATE 

experience less overshoot/undershoot at the expense of slightly longer settling time in the 

FDGBSS system as D increases. Moreover, the AOB step responses have better performance 
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with the increase of D in the CDSBSS system, i.e. less overshoot (414 units for D=1, 442 units 

for D=0), shorter recovery time (19 weeks for D=1, 20 weeks for D=0).  
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Figure 7. The 70% step response of the CODPBPCS system through full demand transparency (above) and limited demand transparency (below) 

under B=1 and D=1(source: authors)
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Figure 8. The 70% step response of the CODPBPCS system under B=0 and D=1 (above) and B=0 and D=0 (below) through limited demand 

transparency (source: authors)
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Finally, the simulation shows that the B policy has a certain impact on the responsiveness of 

the FDGBSS system while little influence on the CDSBSS system can be found in all cases as 

expected. Figure 9, for example, shows that the FDGBSS system becomes more responsive but 

have more undershoot with the change of B from 1 to 0, i.e. AINV covering time increases from 

69 weeks to 70 weeks while the undershoot of AINV increases from 24 units to 28 units. 

 

It can be concluded that full demand transparency gives a better overall dynamic performance 

of the CODPBPCS system than limited demand transparency strategy, even though a trade-off 

between responsiveness and stability in the upstream FDGBSS system should be considered. 

The possible reason is that the improved forecasting quality enables the FDGBSS system to be 

more responsive in offering materials to handle the order backlog in the CDSBSS system, 

although the stability of the FDGBSS system, due to the effect of the feedback loop, have to be 

compromised.  

 

Also, a similar ‘camel effect’ of AOB responses are observed in all eight simulation cases 

although only six of them are presented in Figures 6-8 above, due to the influence of initial 

constrained capacity in the CD system and the following AINV constraint in the FD system, 

which is consistent with the theoretical understandings that the two nonlinearities in the FD 

system (finite materials) and the CD system (finite capacities) have a direct impact on the 

dynamic behaviour of the CODPBPCS system. Furthermore, the level of capacity flexibility in 

the CD system is determined by the D policy and it is obvious that the availability of temporary 

capacity (D=1) always lead to better step responses of the CODPBPCS system due to the 

reduction of oscillations of REQRATE (input). However, a similar balance between 

responsiveness and stability of the FDGBSS system need to be justified as the change of D 

policy from 0 to 1. Furthermore, the B policy has the direct impact on the responsiveness of the 

FDGBSS system, while little influence is found for the CDSBSS system.  
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Figure 9. The 70% step response of the CODPBPCS system under B=1 and D=1 (above) and B=0 and D=1 (below) through full demand 

transparency (source: authors)
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6 Conclusions and further research 

 

This paper has outlined an extension of the APVIOBPCS archetype where two models are used 

in tandem to represent a CODP based scenario. By exploring the literatures of structural and 

dynamic modelling and reviewing the characteristics of both CD and FD processes, we 

developed the CODPBPCS model, which represents a generic hybrid FD/CD system, 

sometimes also referred to as hybrid MTS/MTO system. In the derivation of the CODPBPCS 

we have added a new component to supply chain dynamics analysis. The Forrester model 

(Forrester, 1958; Wikner et al., 1991) is for example based on three FDGBSS models in tandem. 

In this paper we have a new type of echelon, CDSBSS, that can be used in a supply chain 

context where the last stage actually is CD. It also means that servitization can be included more 

explicitly and that the dynamics of product-service systems can be analysed in a supply chain 

context, cf. Wikner (2012). It has also been indicated that there is limited feedback between the 

echelons and that the main impact upstream is from feedforward rather than feedback of 

information. Feedforward tends to be important between echelons and feedback within 

echelons, but more research is needed in this area. Table 8 provides an overview of the 

APVIOBPCS archetypes and the different key information flows of the variants, highlighting 

the unique contribution of the three new variants introduced here. 
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Reference 
IOBPCS           Towill (1982) 

VIOBPCS           Edghill (1990) 

APIOBPCS            John et al. (1994) 

APVIOBPCS            Dejonckheere et al. (2003) 

VMI-APIOBPCS           Disney and Towill (2001) 

VOBBPCS            Wikner et al. (2007) 

FDGBSS            This paper 

CDSBSS            This paper 

CODPBPCS            This paper 

 

Table 8.  Variants of the APVIOBPCS archetypes and our contribution  

(source: authors based on Wikner et al., 2007) 

 

In particular, we have explored the dynamics of capacity and material availability in the 

CODPBPCS model. We highlighted different strategies for backlog, backorder and capacity 

management and we introduced non-linearities to represent capacity and material limitations 

(finite, semi-finite and infinite) to make the model more realistic. Through simulations we 

verified that the generic model derived is consistent with the previous systems archetype and 

behaves according to the expected properties of the FD and CD systems. Hence, this paper is 

important from an academic perspective as it extends the suite of the archetype.  

From a managerial perspective, the CODPBPCS model can be used in the future to enable 

performance trade-off analysis and to develop ordering policies that will improve key 

performance indicators, such as cost efficiency and customer responsiveness. Since the actual 
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performance of the CODPBPCS system is a combination of the performance of the two supply 

subsystems FDGBSS and CDSBSS, the system can be designed to improve total supply chain 

performance and advise adequate collaborative strategies among echelons. In our model, 

absolute measures such as AINV and AOB can provide information about critical states (levels). 

In addition, relative measures relate the absolute measures to some other data and may e.g. 

provide info on how long the states will last. This relation between types of performance 

measures is based on Little’s formula relating levels to time using a rate (flow measure): 
Time = Level/Rate. Four typical performance measures to be used for CODPBPCS: 

• Quantity based absolute measures: 

– In FDGBSS material produced but not yet sold, and hence in the actual inventory 

(AINV), is the most critical state. 

– In CDSBSS the customer orders not yet delivered and hence in the actual order 

book (AOB) is the most critical state. 

• Time based relative measures: 

– In FDGBSS the actual cover time (ACT) is the AINV in relation to demand 

(DRATEFD). 

– In CDSBSS the actual delivery lead-time (ADT) is the AOB in relation to demand 

(DRATECD). 

 

Several areas for further research can be outlined. The CODPBPCS in itself should be further 

investigated but in particular the six types of CODPBPCS models merit further research and an 

important venue is simulation to investigate the dynamic properties in response to e.g. step 

changes in demand and stochastic demand. In addition, the linear approximation of the models 

should be investigated to show if more simplified linear models can be used for some scenarios. 

For instance, supply chain resilience of the hybrid FD/CD system could be investigated using 

system dynamic outputs related to the performance of FD and CD subsystems as suggested by 

Spiegler et al. (2012). Also coverage of hybrid FD and CD could be investigated in light of the 

suggested model and the resource based customer order decoupling zone (Wikner, 2014). In 

addition, the model can be represented in z-transform for analytical modelling purposes and 

also several different extensions are possible such as including additional feedback paths to 

handle uncertain lead times for the CD part, consideration of the AOB in the decision rule for 

ORATECD and more variants on how to allocate capacity to the backorders by setting a range 

of D from zero to one rather than having D as a 0/1 variable. Finally, it would be interesting to 

investigate the implications for a supply chain perspective by interconnecting several 

CODPBPCS models. 
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Appendix A. Nomenclature 

 

Abbreviations 

ACT Actual cover time 

ADT Actual delivery lead-time 

ATO Assemble to order 

CD Customer order driven 

CODP Customer order decoupling point 

CODZ Customer order decoupling zone 

DIDP Demand information decoupling point 

FC Finite capacity 

FD Forecast driven 

FM Finite material 

IC Infinite capacity 

IDP Information decoupling point 

IM Infinite material 

MRI Minimum reasonable inventory 

MTO Make to order 

MTS Make to stock 

SFC Semi-finite capacity 

 

Model Descriptors 

APIOBPCS Automated Pipeline, Inventory and Order Based Production Control 

System 

APVIOBPCS Automated Pipeline, Variable Inventory and Order Based Production 

Control System 

CDSBSS Customer order driven service based supply system 

COBPCS Capacity and Order Based Production Control System 

CODPBPCS CODP based production control system 

FDGBSS Forecast driven and goods based supply system 

IOBPCS Inventory and order based production control system 

VOBBPCS Variable Order Book Based Production Control System 

 

Variables 

ABO+ Positive actual backorders 

AINV Actual inventory 

AINV+ Positive actual inventory 

AOB Actual order book 

AVCON Average consumption 

AWIP Actual work in process 

BL Backlog 

BORATEFD Backorder rate in the forecast driven subsystem 

CAPRATE Capacity rate 

COMRATE Completion rate 

COMRATECD Completion rate in the customer order driven subsystem 

COMRATEFD Completion rate in the forecast driven subsystem 

CONS Consumption 

DINV Desired inventory 

DRATECD Demand rate in the customer order driven subsystem 
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DRATEFD Demand rate in the forecast driven subsystem 

DWIP Desired work in process 

OBRATECD Order book rate in the customer order driven subsystem 

ORATE Order rate  

ORATECD Order rate in the customer order driven subsystem 

ORATEFD Order rate in the forecast driven subsystem 

REQRATE Requirement rate 

WIP Work in process 

 

Parameters 

KINV Constant multiplier to determine desired inventory 

KWIP Constant multiplier to determine desired WIP 

CAPCON Capacity constraint 

TA Time to smooth consumption 

TBO Time to recover backorder  

TC Time to smooth capacity 

TI Time to recover inventory 

TPCD Lead-time in the customer order driven subsystem 

TPFD Lead-time in the forecast driven subsystem 

TW Time to recover work in process 

 

 

Functions 

A Function for backorder management  

a Smoothing constant for AVCON 

B Function to determine information about actual inventory 

b Smoothing constant for COMRATEFD  

C Function for capacity management 

c Smoothing constant for CAPRATE 

D Function for backlog management 
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Appendix B.  System parameter setting for the simulation  

 

CDSBSS  
TC 2 

c = 1/(1+TC) 33.33% 

TPCD 2 

TBO 4 

CAPCON  ∞ 

D 0/1 

FDGBSS  

TA  8 

a = 1/(1+TA) 11% 

TPFD [weeks] 4 

b = 1/(1+TPFD) 20% 

TI 4 

TW 8 

KINV 2 

KWIP 4 

B 0/1 

 

Difference equations for the simulation  

CDSBSS 

REQRATE(t) = DRATECD(t)+(1–D)× BLADJ (t–1) 

CAP(t) = c×REQRATE(t)+(1–c) ×CAP(t–1) 

CAPRATE(t) = Min[CAP(t); CAPCON; REQRATE(t)] 

BL(t) = BL(t–1)+REQRATE(t)–CAPRATE(t)–BLADJ(t–1) 

BLADJ(t) = BL(t)/TBO 

BORATEFD(t) = (ABO+(t)–ABO+(t–1))/(T(t)–T(t–1)) 

ORATECD(t) = CAPRATE(t)+D×BLADJ–BORATEFD(t) 

COMRATECD(t) = ORATECD(t–TPCD) 

OBRATECD(t) = DRATECD(t)–COMRATECD(t)  

AOB(t) = AOB(t–1)+OBRATECD(t) 

FDGBSS 

DRATEFD(t) = CAPRATE(t)+D×BLADJ 

AVCON (t) = a×DRATECD(t)+(1–a) ×AVCON(t–1)  Full demand transparency  

AVCON (t) = a×DRATEFD(t)+(1–a) ×AVCON(t–1)  Limited demand transparency  

AINV(t) = AINV(t–1)+COMRATEFD(t)–DRATEFD(t)  

ABO+(t) = –min(0, AINV(t)) 

AINV+(t) = AINV(t)+ABO+(t) ×B 

DINV(t) = AVCON(t) ×KINV 

EINV(t) = TI× (DINV–AINV+(t)) 

AWIP(t) = AWIP (t–1)+ORATEFD(t)–COMRATEFD(t) 

DWIP(t) = AVCON(t) ×KWIP 

EWIP(t)/TW = (DWIP(t)–AWIP(t))/TW 

ORATEFD(t) = AVCON(t)+EINV(t–1)+EWIP(t–1) 

COMRATEFD(t) = b×ORATEFD(t)+(1–b) ×COMRATEFD(t–1) 

 


